
FIRST TEAM REPORT 2018/19 SEASON 

We came 2nd in Division Two. 

Due to a defaulted match the previous season we started with a two point penalty, meaning 

we needed to win a match just to get back to zero! 

This was achieved in the first game against Watford 2. The crunch match of the season was 

really the second one against Letchworth & Hitchin 1. With a team of 180s and 170s they 

were the most solid team and with our handicap we needed to beat them. I managed a win 

against their board 1 and Paul had a reasonable early draw. Laurie struggled to hold a game 

in which he was slightly worse before succumbing near the end. 

This left Gary and Neville battling to the bitter end. Gary was +9 at one point after outplaying 

his opponent, but time pressure meant he missed his chance and ended up lost. Neville was 

a pawn down but held on until a time scramble ensued – both players did their best to give 

their pawns away in a nervy rook and pawn ending, but as Neville started with one pawn 

less, his opponent had the luxury of blundering a few more of them and thus emerged 

victorious. A 3.5 -1.5 defeat effectively spelled the end of the chances for promotion. 

As a novelty I lost to someone graded below 170 (first time in 12 years) when he found a 

nice tactic. In our rematch he tried the psychological pre-emption of “I have beaten many 

players of your grade” (in a thick Scottish accent), but I refrained from replying “and I have 

beaten many of yours”! 

Will had a lot of work commitments this season so could play very little in the second half of 

the season. Luckily we had Kevin back, but only for home games. 

A good remainder of the season saw us post an overall total of 8 wins, 2 draws and 2 losses, 

including a 4-1 revenge against Letchworth & Hitchin (who won the division comfortably).  

In terms of individuals, none of the regulars got less than 50%. Kevin did very well and Lara 

also came in and scored strongly. The first team results being:- 

Name Wins Draws Losses Total Points Grading 
Performance 

Ieuan Ward 7 2 1 8 203 

Will Young 1 2 1 2 160 

Kevin White 3 1 0 3.5 199 

Paul Kenning 2 5 1 4.5 155 

Neville 
Twitchell 

5 2 2 6 171 

Gary 
Thurston 

2 4 1 4 152 

Lara Osiyemi 4 2 0 5 181 

Laurie 
Mercer 

0 0 1 0 126 

Nigel Kerby 0 1 0 0.5 155 

Judith Heffer 0 2 0 1 137 

Adam Hirst 0 1 1 0.5 134 

Mark Heffer 0 0 2 0 93 

Overall, we can be happy with a decent season. Ieuan Ward 


